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Abstract—This article proposes a novel algorithm employing 

space vector ellipse (SVE) in a complex plane to classify and visu-
alize power quality disturbance-events (PQDEs). In the proposed 
method, at first, the time-domain signal and a reference signal, 
which are separated by 90°, are mapped in a complex 2D coordi-
nates. Thus, the tip of resultant rotating vector traces an ellipse, 
from which three parameters, namely, semi-major axis, semi-mi-
nor axis and inclination angle, are obtained. Then, the ellipse pa-
rameters are exploited to classify and visualize nine types of 
PQDEs, namely, voltage sag, swell, interruption, harmonic, sag-
harmonic, swell-harmonic, notch, flicker and transient. To vali-
date the practicability of the proposed approach, an extensive real-
time simulation study is carried out on RTDS platform using a test 
microgrid network to generate a large number of PQDEs. The test 
events were successfully classified and visualized in complex plane. 
Moreover, the noisy and practical signals, recorded by IEEE 
1159.2 Working Group, were successfully classified to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed method. 
 

Index Terms—Power quality disturbance-events, space vector 
ellipse, complex plane, classification, visualization. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
OWER system may encounter various types of power qual-
ity disturbance-events (PQDEs), such as, voltage sag, volt-
age swell, transient, harmonics, notches, interruption, 

flicker, etc., which cause degradation of power quality (PQ) [1]. 
Switching of a large capacitor bank at the distribution network 
can trigger voltage swell. Transients may be observed during 
transformer energizing, switching of capacitor banks, etc. Arc 
furnaces may cause flickers; solid-state switching devices and 
non-linear loads may give rise to harmonic distortion [2]. If 
these PQDEs are not mitigated appropriately, malfunction or 
even permanent loss of equipment may lead to serious concern 
for both utilities and customers.  

International standards, such as IEC 61000, IEEE 1159 and 
EN 50160, recommended a set of rules for the PQ limits; vio-
lating these PQ limits may cause the equipment to malfunction 
[1], [3]. The electricity network must be operated within the 
standard PQ limits (voltage, harmonic limit, etc.) in order to en-
sure safe and stable operation. To this end, the quality of power 
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can be guaranteed if PQDEs are mitigated with proper control-
ling action. However, detection and recognition of PQDEs play 
a vital role to operate the controller efficiently. Therefore, au-
tomatic detection and classification of PQDEs are required to 
be devised.  

Typically, root-mean-square (RMS) or half-cycle RMS val-
ues are used to classify sag, swell, interruption events; however, 
other PQDEs, such as notch, flicker, oscillatory transients could 
not be classified by RMS approach only. Hence, over the last 
few decades, various signal processing techniques, such as Fou-
rier Transform (FT), Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Short-
Time Fourier Transform (STFT), Hilbert-Huang Transform 
(HHT), Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), S-Transform 
(ST), etc., have been investigated to classify and characterize 
PQDEs [2], [4-14]. Fourier Transform (FT) is simple but fails 
to classify and characterize non-stationary PQ events [4]. With 
the introduction of Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT), the 
problem is reported to be resolved; however, STFT fails to 
achieve standard resolution in time and frequency domain, con-
sequently, performance is degraded [6]. Recently, the Discrete 
Wavelet Transform (DWT) has widely been adopted by many 
researchers across the world to detect and classify PQDEs [6-
11]. However, noise in signals may deteriorate the performance 
of DWT [14]. S-transform (ST), on the other hand, is insensitive 
to noise and it shows better time-frequency resolution [14]. Fea-
tures, extracted from most of these signal processing tech-
niques, are fed into supervised or unsupervised classifiers, e.g., 
artificial neural network (ANN), probabilistic neural network 
(PNN), Decision Tree (DT), support vector machine (SVM), k-
nearest neighbor (k-NN), etc., to identify the PQDEs [13-19]. 
Therefore, the substantial computational cost, which would 
come along these reported techniques, may fail to detect the 
power system disturbances in real time [19]. For example, 
power system electromagnetic phenomena, specifically, the 
transient and short duration RMS variations, which could be 
less than 1 cycle in duration [1], may not be detected and clas-
sified in real time due to the computational complexity of re-
ported methods. Hence, a single methodological approach, 
which ensures accuracy, robustness, less complexity and low 
computational burden, is needed to be developed.  

In general, most of the conventional methods, as discussed 
in the literature, employed pattern recognition technique, which 
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typically follows a five-step procedure [20]. The steps are: 1) 
pre-processing raw data, 2) patterns identification, 3) extraction 
of feature, 4) selection of decisive feature and 5) classification. 
To conduct these steps, these methods typically rely on training 
and testing framework, where the training step exploits a set of 
labelled events to yield a trained classifier with an optimal map 
between feature vectors and decision boundaries. The testing 
procedure takes the feature vector of an unlabeled event/sample 
as an input to the trained classifier and categorizes the true class 
of the unlabeled sample. Therefore, the detection and classifi-
cation of PQDEs could be computationally expensive for these 
conventional methods. Moreover, visualization of PQDEs in 
real time could also increase the computational burden which 
might be a challenging task for the conventional methods. Un-
like conventional methods, the proposed approach does not re-
quire any training procedure, and hence, it allows the flexibility 
for real time implementation of the proposed method to classify 
PQDEs along with their visualization. 

In this article, a new approach for classification and visuali-
zation of PQDEs, namely, voltage sag, voltage swell, transient, 
harmonics, notches, interruption, flicker, is presented. The pro-
posed approach transforms the PQ disturbance signals into 
space vector ellipse (SVE) in a complex plane; to this end, the 
disturbance signal and a reference signal are mapped in a com-
plex 2D coordinates, which gives rise to an ellipse. The ellipse 
parameters, namely, semi-major axis (𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚), semi-minor axis 
(𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) and inclination angle (𝜙𝜙), are exploited to develop an al-
gorithm employed in classification and visualization of differ-
ent PQDEs. Note that SVE has also been employed in [21-23] 
where 3-phase voltage signals are exploited in order to obtain 
the representation in the complex alpha-beta plane; whereas, in 
the proposed approach, instantaneous single-phase PQ signal 
and an artificial ideal reference signal are mapped on two or-
thogonal axes, which yields SVE to reflect the PQ disturbances 
through semi-major and semi-minor axes parameters. Moreo-
ver, the objective of [21-23] was to detect and classify balanced 
and unbalanced fault-associated voltage sag and swell events; 
PQ disturbances, such as, notch flicker, interruption, transients 
were not considered in [21-23]. In contrast, the proposed algo-
rithm detects, classifies and visualizes PQDEs in real-time by 
exploiting single-phase signals or exploiting each of the three-
phase signals separately. Besides, the proposed approach offers 
the following advantages over other methods: 1) easy to imple-
ment, 2) less computational burden, 3) provides a simple plat-
form to visualize the events in real-time, 4) substantial classifi-
cation accuracy which is validated by real data.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 
II presents the analytical formulation of space vector ellipse and 
its associated parameters; time-domain representation of 
PQDEs and their visualization in a complex plane is also pre-
sented. The proposed algorithm is outlined in Section III. Sec-
tion IV validates the proposed method, which is demonstrated 
through the classification accuracy with real data of IEEE 
1159.2 working group as well as with the data generated from 
real-time simulated PQDEs on RTDS platform. Final conclu-
sion is discussed in Section V. 

II.  SPACE VECTOR ELLIPSE AND ITS VISUALIZATION DURING 
POWER QUALITY DISTURBANCES 

This Section firstly presents the power quality disturbance-
events (PQDEs) and their representative equations. Then, ana-
lytical formulation of space vector ellipse (SVE) and its associ-
ated parameters are described. Lastly, the visualization of SVEs 
during PQDEs is outlined.  

A.  Representative Equations of Power Quality Disturbance-
Events 

Table I shows the representative equations for PQDEs, 
namely, voltage sag, voltage swell, interruption, harmonic, sag-
harmonic, swell-harmonic, oscillatory transient, notch, and 
flicker. The events are expressed analytically following the def-
initions presented in IEEE Standard 1159-2009 [1]. For exam-
ple, according to [1], voltage swell is defined as an increase in 
voltage/current (RMS) at power system frequency to a typical 
value in between 1.1-1.8 pu for durations from 0.5 cycles to 1 
min. Hence, in Table I, the expression of voltage swell includes 
the pu values of the signals within 1.1-1.8 for a typical duration 
of 1 cycle to 9 cycles. Likewise, other PQ disturbance signals 
are expressed, see Table I for further details. 

 
TABLE I 

Representative Equations for Power Quality Disturbance-Events 
 

PQDEs Equations Range of variables 

Normal 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) = sin(𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡)  
𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛 = 2𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛 , where 𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛 is fun-
damental frequency of power 

system 

Sag 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) = �1 − 𝛼𝛼�𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡1) − 𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡 −
𝑡𝑡2)�� sin(𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡)  

0.1 ≤ 𝛼𝛼 ≤ 0.9, 𝑇𝑇 ≤ 𝑡𝑡2 −
𝑡𝑡1 ≤ 9𝑇𝑇  

Swell 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) = �1 + 𝛼𝛼�𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡1) − 𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡 −
𝑡𝑡2)�� sin(𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡)  

0.1 ≤ 𝛼𝛼 ≤ 0.8, 𝑇𝑇 ≤ 𝑡𝑡2 −
𝑡𝑡1 ≤ 9𝑇𝑇  

Interruption 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) = �1 − 𝛼𝛼�𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡1) − 𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡 −
𝑡𝑡2)�� sin(𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡)  

0.9 ≤ 𝛼𝛼 ≤ 1, 𝑇𝑇 ≤ 𝑡𝑡2 − 𝑡𝑡1 ≤
9𝑇𝑇  

Harmonic 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) = 𝛼𝛼1 sin(𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡) + 𝛼𝛼3 sin(3𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡) +
𝛼𝛼5 sin(5𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡) + 𝛼𝛼7 sin(7𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡)  

0.05 ≤ 𝛼𝛼3,𝛼𝛼5,𝛼𝛼7 ≤
0.15,∑(𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚)2 = 1  

Sag-har-
monic 

𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) = �1 − 𝛼𝛼�𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡1) − 𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡 −
𝑡𝑡2)��[𝛼𝛼1 sin(𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡) + 𝛼𝛼3 sin(3𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡) +

𝛼𝛼5 sin(5𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡)]  

0.1 ≤ 𝛼𝛼 ≤ 0.9, 𝑇𝑇 ≤ 𝑡𝑡2 −
𝑡𝑡1 ≤ 9𝑇𝑇, 0.05 ≤ 𝛼𝛼3,𝛼𝛼5  ≤

0.15,∑(𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚)2 = 1  

Swell-har-
monic 

𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) = �1 + 𝛼𝛼�𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡1) − 𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡 −
𝑡𝑡2)��[𝛼𝛼1 sin(𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡) + 𝛼𝛼3 sin(3𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡) +

𝛼𝛼5 sin(5𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡)]  

0.1 ≤ 𝛼𝛼 ≤ 0.8, 𝑇𝑇 ≤ 𝑡𝑡2 −
𝑡𝑡1 ≤ 9𝑇𝑇, 0.05 ≤ 𝛼𝛼3,𝛼𝛼5  ≤

0.15,∑(𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚)2 = 1  

Notch 
𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) = sin(𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡) − sign(sin(𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡)) ×
�∑ ℒ × �𝑢𝑢�𝑡𝑡 − (𝑡𝑡1 + 0.02𝑛𝑛)� −9

𝑛𝑛=0
𝑢𝑢�𝑡𝑡 − (𝑡𝑡2 + 0.02𝑛𝑛)���  

0.1 ≤ ℒ ≤ 0.4, 𝑡𝑡1 ≥ 0, 𝑡𝑡2 ≤
5𝑇𝑇, 0.01𝑇𝑇 ≤ 𝑡𝑡2 − 𝑡𝑡1 ≤

0.05𝑇𝑇  

Flicker 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) = [1 + 𝛼𝛼 sin(2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝑡𝑡)] sin(𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡)  0.1 ≤ 𝛼𝛼 ≤ 0.2,
5 Hz ≤ 𝜋𝜋 ≤ 20 Hz 

Oscillatory 
Transient 

𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) = sin(𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡) + 𝛼𝛼𝑒𝑒
−(𝑡𝑡−𝑡𝑡1)

𝜏𝜏 �𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡 −
𝑡𝑡1) − 𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡2)� sin(2𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡)  

0.1 ≤ 𝛼𝛼 ≤ 0.8, 0.5𝑇𝑇 ≤ 𝑡𝑡2 −
𝑡𝑡1 ≤ 3𝑇𝑇, 300 Hz ≤  𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 ≤

900 Hz, 8 𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠 ≤ 𝜏𝜏 ≤ 40 𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠  

B.  Analytical Formulation of Space Vector Ellipse 
The first harmonic of the signals associated with the PQDEs, 

can be expressed as sinusoidal quantities in time-domain be-
fore, during and after the disturbances. Following the assump-
tion and then, employing Euler’s rule, the signals can be ex-
pressed as the sum of two phasors rotating in the opposite di-
rection with angular frequency 𝜔𝜔, which is given by 

𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) = |𝑺𝑺| sin(𝜔𝜔𝑡𝑡) = |𝑺𝑺|
2𝑗𝑗

(𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 − 𝑒𝑒−𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗)                   (1) 
 

A reference signal, 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡), having ideal magnitude, angular fre-
quency 𝜔𝜔 and phase-angle difference of 90° with 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡), can be 
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presented as 

𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡) = �𝑺𝑺𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟� sin �𝜔𝜔𝑡𝑡 + 𝜋𝜋
2
� = �𝑺𝑺𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟�

2𝑗𝑗
�𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗�𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗+

𝜋𝜋
2� − 𝑒𝑒−𝑗𝑗�𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗+

𝜋𝜋
2�� (2)                       

Now, from (1) and (2), the space vector, 𝑹𝑹��⃗ (𝑡𝑡), is formed as 
 

𝑹𝑹��⃗ (𝑡𝑡)= �1 𝑒𝑒
𝑗𝑗𝜋𝜋
2 � �

𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡)
𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡)�                              (3) 

 

Equation (3) basically transforms the signal 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) in space vec-
tor domain, where the variation of 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) with respect to ideal ref-
erence signal 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡) is reflected in the tip of resultant rotating 
space vector 𝑹𝑹��⃗ (𝑡𝑡). Now, using (1)-(3), the space vector, 𝑹𝑹��⃗ (𝑡𝑡), 
can be simplified as 

𝑹𝑹��⃗ (𝑡𝑡)= �|𝑺𝑺|
2
𝑒𝑒−

𝑗𝑗𝜋𝜋
2 + �𝑺𝑺𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟�

2
𝑒𝑒
𝑗𝑗𝜋𝜋
2 � 𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 + �|𝑺𝑺|

2
𝑒𝑒
𝑗𝑗𝜋𝜋
2 − �𝑺𝑺𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟�

2
𝑒𝑒−

𝑗𝑗𝜋𝜋
2 � 𝑒𝑒−𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗(4) 

 

Equation (4) is equivalent to the ellipse, which is originated 
from the sum of negative and positive angular frequency phas-
ors [24], i.e.,  
 

𝑹𝑹��⃗ (𝑡𝑡)= 𝑹𝑹+𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 + 𝑹𝑹−𝑒𝑒−𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗                          (5) 
 

where 𝑹𝑹+ = |𝑹𝑹+|𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗𝜙𝜙+  and 𝑹𝑹− = |𝑹𝑹−|𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗𝜙𝜙− ; semi-major axis 
(𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚), semi-minor axis (𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) and inclination angle (𝜙𝜙) are given 
by 

𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = �|𝑹𝑹+| + |𝑹𝑹−|�                                 (6) 
𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = �|𝑹𝑹+| − |𝑹𝑹−|�                                 (7) 
𝜙𝜙= (𝜙𝜙+ − 𝜙𝜙−)                                      (8) 

 

Thus, employing space vector transformation on the signals 
of PQDEs, three SVE parameters, namely, semi-major axis, 
semi-minor axis and inclination angle, are deduced. In sum-
mary, by mapping the PQDE signal and an artificial ideal ref-
erence signal on two orthogonal axes, a space vector ellipse 
(SVE) is obtained where PQ disturbances are reflected in the 
semi-major and semi-minor axes parameters.  

C.  Visualization of Space Vector Ellipse during Power Qual-
ity Disturbance-Events 

In this article, space vector ellipse (SVE) is obtained from 
the space vector transformation of the signals corresponding to 
PQDEs. To illustrate the visualization of the SVE, firstly, the 
mapping of 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) and 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡) is conducted on the real and imag-
inary axis, respectively. Then, the resultant of these time-do-
main signals produces a rotating space vector, 𝑹𝑹��⃗ (𝑡𝑡), whose tip 
traces an ellipse in the complex plane as shown in Fig. 1(a). Fig. 
1(a) is obtained from (1)-(8) considering the reference signal as 
a sinusoid with �𝑺𝑺𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟� = 1 pu,  𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) as a normal signal, which is 
not affected by PQ disturbances. Thus, SVE and its associated 
parameters are achieved, see Fig. 1(a).  

The visualization of PQDEs in space vector domain is illus-
trated in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 2. In Fig. 1(b), the PQDEs, which 
are significantly influenced by the deviation of voltage magni-
tude, for instance, voltage sag, swell, interruptions, are demon-
strated as a series of SVEs. Note that these series of SVEs are 
obtained from cycle-by-cycle space vector transformation of 
the PQ disturbance signals. Complying with the IEEE 1159-
2009 standard, voltage sag, swell, interruption and normal sig-
nal zone are clearly highlighted in Fig. 1(b). 
 

                             (a)                                                       (b) 

  
 
 

Fig. 1. (a) Formation of space vector ellipse (SVE) from the tip of resultant 
rotating vector, 𝑹𝑹��⃗ (𝑡𝑡) and SVE parameters, semi-major axis (𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚), semi-minor 
axis (𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚), inclination angle (𝜙𝜙), in a complex plane; (b) shape of space vector 
ellipses (SVEs) during normal condition, voltage sag, swell, interruption events 
and their specified zones. 

 
Unlike Fig. 1(b), the SVEs of Fig. 2 exhibit different shape 

for the PQDEs, which are greatly influenced by high and low 
order harmonics or inter-harmonics. Voltage flicker, notch, 
transient, harmonic, sag-harmonic and swell-harmonic belong 
to such PQDEs. Note that for each event, PQ signals with 1 sec 
duration is passed through the SVE transformation. For notch 
signal, a regular pattern of spike in the SVE is observed; for 
flicker signal, several cycles of sags and swells are found within 
1 sec. Transient is exhibited by the irregular shapes, whereas a 
wave-like pattern is observed for harmonic affected PQDE. 
Sag-harmonic and swell-harmonic falls inside the sag and swell 
zone, respectively, along with harmonic pattern; see Fig. 2 for 
illustration. 

 

(a)                                      (b)                                    (c) 

 
                     (d)                                      (e)                                    (f) 

 
 

Fig. 2. Shape of space vector ellipses (SVEs) during power quality disturbance-
events (PQDEs): (a) notch, (b) flicker, (c) oscillatory transient, (d) harmonic, 
(e) sag-harmonic, and (f) swell-harmonic. 
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III.  PROPOSED APPROACH FOR PQ DISTURBANCE-EVENTS 
CLASSIFICATION 

The proposed algorithm takes the PQ disturbance signals as 
input and classifies them into different PQDEs. To this end, 
real-time classification of the signals is conducted in two stages. 
Firstly, sag, swell, sag-harmonic, swell-harmonic, interruption 
events are classified on a cycle-by-cycle basis employing SVE 
transformation. Secondly, the same signals within 10-cycle 
data-window are classified employing FFT (Fast Fourier Trans-
form) and SVE transformation followed by a few decision-
making rules. Thus, normal event, notch, transient, flicker and 
harmonics are distinguished.  

Fig. 3 illustrates the proposed algorithm in two stages. At the 
first stage, sag, swell, sag-harmonic, swell-harmonic and inter-
ruption events are classified. According to IEEE 1159-2009 
standard, sag, swell and interruption events are defined in terms 
of a typical range of voltage magnitude and duration of 0.5 cy-
cle to 1 min. Therefore, in our method, cycle-by-cycle classifi-
cation is conducted by employing SVE transformation on volt-
age signal (in pu), which yields semi-major (𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) and semi-mi-
nor (𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) axes. Complying with the standard, if  𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  of less 
than 0.1 is found, then the event is classified as an interruption. 
Similarly, if 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  lies within the range of 0.1-0.9, then sag event 
is detected; for 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≥ 1.1, swell event is identified. Total har-
monic distortion of voltage (THDv) quantifies the amount of 
harmonic component in the signal. FFT is applied to compute 
THDv and if it exceeds the maximum PQ limit of 5%, then the 
signal is classified as harmonic affected PQDE. If both sag and 
harmonic is present in the signal, then, the sag-harmonic event 
is classified. Similarly, the simultaneous existence of swell and 
harmonic distinguishes the event as swell-harmonic. Note that 
estimation of THDv through FFT would not be an issue in terms 
of computational speed of the proposed method. Since, accord-
ing to [25], the computational time for 400-point (random or 
deterministic input sequence) FFT is 0.035 ms; therefore, for a 
time-length of 20 ms per cycle (50 Hz system), cycle-by-cycle 
classification is achievable in real-time using the proposed al-
gorithm.  

Classification of notch, flicker, oscillatory transient and har-
monic events are carried out in the second stage. These events 
are characterized by the harmonic and interharmonic compo-
nents of the fundamental frequency of the power system. There-
fore, in the proposed approach, to classify these events, firstly, 
FFT is applied and then, the magnitudes of harmonic and inter-
harmonic components are associated with sinusoids prior to 
transforming them into SVE domain. For example, if FFT de-
composes a signal in frequency domain into 3rd, 5th, and 7th or-
der harmonics with the amplitude of 0.1, 0.033 and 0.011 pu, 
respectively, then, three signals, 0.1sin(ωt), 0.033sin(ωt) and 
0.011sin(ωt), are transformed separately in the complex SVE 
domain. Note that during SVE transformation of the three sig-
nals, sin(ωt + π/2) is considered as a reference signal. Thus, 
semi-minor and semi-major axes are achieved, which are de-
noted as 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚_𝑟𝑟  and 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚_𝑟𝑟, respectively; a subscript f is added in 
the symbols for distinguishing them from the 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 de-
noted in the first stage.  

As shown in Fig. 3, a sliding data-window of 10-cycle typi-
cal length is used in the second stage, wherein PQ disturbance 

signals is processed. Thus, the SVE parameters, which are 
needed for classification, are acquired. If SVE transformation 
for the maximum amplitude of higher order harmonics results 
in 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚_𝑟𝑟   of 0.05-0.10, then, the transient event is identified. 
Note that in this case, typical value of higher order harmonics 
is considered above 50th order (i.e., above 50×50=2500 Hz for 
a power system with 50 Hz nominal frequency), which is in 
compliant with the definition of transient event recommended 
in IEEE 1159-2009 standard. Complying with the definition as 
advised in IEEE standard, a disturbance is identified as notch if 
0.01 ≤ 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚_𝑓𝑓 < 0.05 for 2nd to higher order harmonics. Flicker 
is reflected in the signal with the signification variation (rise 
and fall) in amplitude as well as with the presence of interhar-
monic component. Therefore, in the proposed approach, two 
conditions are imposed to distinguish flicker events; the condi-
tions are: 1) time-derivative of 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚_𝑟𝑟, i.e., 𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚_𝑓𝑓/𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡, should be 
greater than 0.05 for 3 cycles or more and 2) Maximum value 
of 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚_𝑟𝑟 for interharmonic components should lie within 0.05-
0.1, where frequencies of interharmonic components are less 
than fundamental frequency of power system. Lastly, FFT is 
applied on a 10-cycle signal to compute THDv and if it exceeds 
the maximum PQ limit of 5%, then the signal is classified as 
harmonic affected PQDE. Note that the proposed approach is 
applicable for single-phase as well as 3-phase signals; however, 
for 3-phase signals, each phase has to be considered separately 
and passed through the algorithm shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Flowchart illustrating the classification algorithm for PQ disturbance 
signals.     

IV.  VALIDATION OF PROPOSED APPROACH AND TEST RESULTS 
This Section presents the validation of proposed approach, 

which is conducted through the classification performance of 
PQ disturbance signals under different test environment. Sub-
section IV-A demonstrates the test results with synthetic data. 
Subsection IV-B validates the proposed method by exhibiting 
its performance with real data of IEEE 1159.2 working group 
(WG) and DOE/EPRI. Finally, in subsection IV-C, the PQ dis-
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turbance signals, generated from real-time simulation of a mi-
crogrid test system on RTDS platform, are tested and the results 
are detailed. 

A.  Validation with synthetic PQ disturbance signals 
A set of synthetic data representing a total of 1800 PQ dis-

turbance signals associated with nine PQDEs, which include 
voltage sag, swell, harmonic, interruption, sag-harmonic, swell-
harmonic, flicker, notch, and transient, are tested to validate the 
proposed approach. The representative equations of Table I are 
exploited to generate the test synthetic data. To this end, the 
variables shown in 3rd column of Table I are varied within their  
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                                                                             (a)                                                                                               (b)                                         (c) 

 

 
 
Fig. 4. (a) PQ disturbance signal; classified space- vector ellipses (SVEs) and their visualization with detection time (sec) for (b) interruption, (c) sag, (d) sag-
harmonic, (e) swell, (f) swell-harmonic, (g) notch, (h) transient, (i) flicker and (j) harmonic events. 
 
specified range. Thus, a total of 200 PQ disturbance signals for 
each PQDE are produced. For example, exploiting the repre-
sentative sag equation of Table I, 200 sag events are produced  
by varying α from 0.1 to 0.9 and sag-duration between 1 to 9 
cycle. Similarly, other PQ disturbance signals are generated.  

Using the expressions illustrated in Table I, a simple script 
is executed to produce the set of synthetic data containing 1800 
PQ disturbance signals, where the duration of each signal is 1 
sec. Then, the signals are passed through the proposed algo-
rithm to demonstrate the visualization and classification perfor-
mance. Firstly, the performance is assessed for an example PQ 
signal. Then, the classification performance is evaluated for the 
set of synthetic data with and without noise of different level. 

The classification and visualization performance are demon-
strated by testing an example PQ signal of 9 sec length; the ex-
ample signal comprises of nine PQDEs with each having 1 sec 
duration, see Fig. 4(a) for illustration. Note that, within 1 sec 
duration of each PQDE, length of affected zone varies from a 
few cycles to 1 sec. For instance, in the test signal, voltage sag 
begins at 1.02 sec and ends at 1.08 sec, indicating sag duration 
of 3 cycles for 50 Hz system. Harmonic affected signal, with 1 
sec length, starts at 8 sec and ends at 9 sec. 

The proposed algorithm classifies successfully the example 
test signal and the results can be seen in Figs. 4(b)-(j). As illus-
trated in the flowchart of Fig. 3, classification is conducted 
within sliding data-window of 1 cycle and 10-cycle long. Volt-
age sag, swell, interruption, sag-harmonic and swell-harmonic 
are classified within 1-cycle data-window, whereas transient, 
notch, flicker and harmonic events are classified within 10-cy-
cle data-window. Hence, PQDEs are successfully detected 
within 1 to 10 cycles of events’ inception timestamp. Figs. 4(b)-
(j) reveals the classification results for example test signal along 
with the detection timestamp after events’ inception. Voltage 
sag, swell, interruption, sag-harmonic, transient, notch, har-
monic and swell-harmonic events are classified and detected af-
ter 1-2 cycle of their respective inception time, see Figs. 4(b)-
(j). For example, voltage swell incepts at 3.02 sec and the event 
is classified as well as detected at 3.04 sec, see Fig. 4(e). More-
over, real-time classification of the example PQDEs is demon-
strated through a video, which can be seen from the link below: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tO-
zkKxVv4UvqY_X_7y73Gr3XP0M0T15D/view?usp=sharing  

Note that in this study, 40 signal-samples per cycle is ex-
ploited, i.e., the sampling frequency (or sampling rate) of 2 kHz 
is used for 50 Hz signal. However, for real-time visualization 
of PQ disturbance events, 2 kHz is a typical sampling rate, 
which could be adjusted (increased/decreased) realistically de-
pending on the computational capacity of the processor. 

Table II illustrates the detailed classification performance of 
the proposed approach. A total of 1800 PQ disturbance signals 
representing nine PQDEs are classified with 100% detection 
rate. However, to test the robustness of the proposed approach 
under noisy environment, the PQ signals are mixed with SNR 
of 10 dB, 20 dB and 30 dB. The performance is marginally af-
fected with the addition of noise, where detection rate of 98% 
and above is achieved for all test cases. The most conservative 
results are found for transient events with SNR of 10 dB. As 
shown in Table II, even for the most conservative case, 98% 
detection rate is found, which is considerably acceptable. 

 
TABLE II 

Classification Results of Proposed Method with Synthetic data of PQ Dis-
turbance-Events (PQDEs) 

 

PQDEs No. of 
events 

Detection Rate for PQ disturbance signals 
Noise free SNR 30 dB SNR 20 dB SNR 10 dB 

Sag 200 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Swell 200 100% 100% 99% 99% 

Interruption 200 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Harmonic 200 100% 99.5% 99% 98.5% 

Sag-harmonic 200 100% 99% 98.5% 98.5% 
Swell-harmonic 200 100% 98.5% 98.5% 98.5% 

Notch 200 100% 99% 100% 99% 
Flicker 200 100% 99.5% 100% 99% 

Oscillatory 
Transient 200 100% 99% 99% 98% 

   
The frequency of practical power system may fluctuate dur-

ing disturbances. Hence, to test the efficacy of proposed method 
under frequency deviation, the fundamental frequency of syn-
thetic PQ signals (shown in Table I) are varied within a typical 
range of 47-52 Hz, and then, different power quality disturb-
ance events (PQDEs) are classified by the proposed method. 
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Table III shows the successful classification of such PQDEs 
with negligible compromise in detection rate. 

 
TABLE III 

Classification Results of Proposed Method using Synthetic data of PQ 
Disturbance-Events (PQDEs) with variation in Fundamental frequency  

 

PQDEs No. of 
events 

Detection Rate for PQ disturbance 
signals with variation in frequency   

47-48 Hz 49-50 Hz 51-52 Hz 
Sag 200 100% 100% 100% 

Swell 200 100% 100% 99% 
Interruption 200 100% 100% 100% 
Harmonic 200 99% 99% 98.5% 

Sag-harmonic 200 98.5% 99% 99% 
Swell-harmonic 200 98.5% 99% 98% 

Notch 200 99.5% 99.5% 99.5% 
Flicker 200 99% 99.5% 99.5% 

Oscillatory Transient 200 99% 99% 99.5% 
   

The detection rate of the proposed method is compared with 
a few methods reported in the literature. As such, the methods 
proposed in [26-29] are accounted for the comparative study. In 
[26-29], feedforward neural network and adaptive linear net-
work [26], S-transform and fuzzy decision tree [27], S-trans-
form and Dynamics [28], and discrete wavelet transform and 
wavelet networks [29] are used to detect and classify PQ dis-
turbance signals. The classification results are tabulated in Ta-
ble IV, which exhibits better performance of the proposed 
method as compared to other methods. Moreover, the reported 
methods in [26-29] require training and testing steps, whereas 
the proposed method is free from such time-consuming steps. 

 
TABLE IV 

Comparative Performance Study of Proposed Method with other Methods 
for Detection of PQDEs 

 

PQDEs 
Detection Rate for PQ disturbance signals 

Method 
in [26] 

Method 
in [27] 

Method 
in [28] 

Method 
in [29] 

Proposed Method 
(SNR 30 dB) 

Sag 100% 99% 97.33% 97.33% 100% 
Swell 100% 98% 98.66% 98.67% 100% 

Interruption 100% 96% 96.99% 98% 100% 
Harmonic 98% 99% 100% 99.33% 99.5% 

Sag-harmonic 98% 97% - 98.18% 99% 
Swell-har-

monic 97% 98% 96% 98.18% 98.5% 

Notch 97% 98% 96% 97.33% 99% 
Flicker 94% 96% - 98.67% 99.5% 

Oscillatory 
Transient 98% 99% 94% 98.67% 99% 

B.  Validation with real PQ disturbance signals 
IEEE 1159.2 working group (WG) recorded several test 

waveforms in [30]; the waveforms were collected during differ-
ent PQ disturbance events, such as voltage sag, swell, harmonic, 
interruption, etc. In this subsection, the proposed approach is 
validated by demonstrating the successful classification of PQ 
signals associated with these real PQDEs.  

Table V shows the classification results with the test wave-
forms, namely, wave3, wave6, wave8, etc. Note that for valida-
tion purpose, one of the three-phase voltages of these wave-
forms are used. However, our method can take input from all 
three-phases separately and classify them successfully. In this 
study, frequency of first harmonic is obtained as 60 Hz, since 

fundamental frequency of all recorded waveforms was 60 Hz. 
From the SVE parameters, semi-major axis (𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) and semi-mi-
nor axis (𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚), voltage sag, and interruption events are success-
fully classified and detected. The results are shown in Table V 
for waves 3, 4, 6a, and 9. In Table V, classified window in-
cludes the PQ signals with events’ inception timestamp, 
whereas detection time indicates the successful detection of 
events within 1 cycle (0.0167 s for 60 Hz system) of their in-
ception time. In addition, the waveforms are decomposed by 
FFT to extract the harmonic and interharmonic components, 
which are required for the detection of harmonic, notch, transi-
ent and flicker events. Computing the harmonic and interhar-
monic components and then, following a few decision-making 
rules shown in Fig. 3, these PQDEs are classified and detected. 
Thus, sag-harmonic event is detected for waves 5, 7, 8, 13, 
swell-harmonic for waves 14a, 14c, and transient event is de-
tected for wave 15. In order to conduct visual representation of 
the disturbance events, wave 13 is taken as an example, see Fig. 
5 for illustration. In Fig. 5(b), the space vector ellipse (SVE) is 
obtained by processing one-cycle signal within classified win-
dow which includes the inception of events, see Fig. 5(a) for 
details. The SVE for sag-harmonic event is shown in Fig. 5(b). 
Thus, through our approach, the service of visual observation 
along with successful classification of PQDEs is achieved. 
 

                                          (a)                                                          (b) 

      
 

Fig. 5. (a) Voltage signal of wave 13, (b) Shape of SVE for sag-harmonic event 
detected within “classified window” enclosing 2nd cycle of wave 13. 
 

TABLE V 
Classification Results of Proposed Approach using IEEE 1159.2 WG data 

 

Waveforms 
SVE parameters 

Classified 
window 

Detection 
time (sec) 

Classified 
PQDEs Semi-minor 

axis (𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) 
Semi-major 
axis (𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) 

wave 3 0.5827 1.0038 1st cycle 0.0167 Sag 

wave 4 0.5771 1.0038 1st cycle 0.0167 Sag 

wave 5 0.4784 1.0038 2nd cycle 0.0167 Sag-harmonic 

wave 6a 0.6317 1.0038 2nd cycle 0.0167 Sag 

wave 7 0.2366 1.0038 2nd cycle 0.0167 Sag-harmonic 

wave 8 0.1626 1.0038 1st cycle 0.0167 Sag-harmonic 

wave 9 0.0774 1.0038 1st cycle 0.0167 Interruption 

wave 13 0.5815 1.0038 2nd cycle 0.015 Sag-harmonic 

wave 14a 1.0038 1.1027 1st cycle 0.0167 Swell-harmonic 

wave 14c 1.0038 1.1011 1st cycle 0.0167 Swell-harmonic 

wave 15 - - 4th cycle 0.0167 Transient 
 

Real data, which are associated with several PQ disturbance 
events, are collected from the national database repository of 
DOE/EPRI [31] and the proposed method is validated. The re-
sults are presented in Table VI. Note that the PQ signals of Ta-
ble VI are classified using a sliding data-window in real-time. 
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However, the classification results within one classified win-
dow, i.e., the data-window which incorporates the inception 
timestamp, is tabulated. Semi-major and semi-minor axis pa-
rameters allow the signals 2831, 3235 and 3260 to be success-
fully classified as sag. Moreover, the events are detected within 
1 cycle, i.e., 0.0167 s of events’ inception.  
 

TABLE VI 
Classification Results of Proposed Approach using EPRI data 

 

Signals 
SVE parameters 

Classified 
window 

Detection 
time (sec) 

Classified 
PQDEs Semi-minor 

axis (𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) 
Semi-major 
axis (𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) 

2797 0.7002 1.0038 1st cycle 0.0167 Sag-harmonic 

2831 0.8525 1.0038 2nd cycle 0.015 Sag 

2911 1.0038 1.1 1st cycle 0.0167 Swell-harmonic 

2948 0.6122 1.0038 2nd cycle 0.0167 Sag-harmonic 

3235 0.7943 1.0038 2nd cycle 0.0167 Sag 

3460 0.6544 1.0038 2nd cycle 0.0167 Sag 

C.  Test Results on Real-Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) Plat-
form 

As stated earlier, the proposed algorithm follows two-stage 
classification approach. The first stage classifies five PQDEs, 
namely, sag, swell, interruption, sag-harmonic, swell-har-
monic, by conducting cycle-by-cycle classification with com-
putational processing time <15 ms for each cycle; this compu-
tational time is less than the 1-cycle time-length of 50 Hz signal 
(which is 20 ms). The second stage classifies four PQDEs, 
namely, notch, flicker, oscillatory transients and harmonic 
events, within 10 cycle data-window of PQ signals with com-
putational processing time <100 ms, which is substantially less 
than 10-cycle time-length of 50 Hz signal (i.e., 200 ms). There-
fore, the computational speed of the proposed method is fast 
enough to conduct the respective PQ classification task before 
receiving the next data-window in real-time, which makes the 
approach applicable for classification and visualization of 
PQDEs in real-time. These computational processing times are 
obtained by executing the coded algorithm in MATLAB soft-
ware (version 9.2 R2017a) hosted in a computer with the spec-
ifications: intel®corei7, CPU 1.9 GHz, RAM 16 GB. 

Now, to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed 
method in real-time, this subsection demonstrates the validation 
of proposed approach through real-time (RT) simulation study. 
To this end, a test network is modelled in RSCAD software and 
simulated in RTDS hardware. MATLAB-RSCAD/RTDS co-
simulation platform is also developed to establish the bidirec-
tional real-time communication between the proposed algo-
rithm and the test network running (simulation) in real-time. 
The PQDEs are forced to occur in the network and the captured 
PQ signals are passed through the proposed algorithm to clas-
sify and visualize PQ disturbances in real-time.  

Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) is a digital simulation 
tool, which is designed to perform real time (with typical time 
step of 25-50 µs) Electromagnetic Transient (EMT) simulation 
of complex power system. Detailed transient features of EMT 
phenomena, which is encountered in real power system, are 
captured accurately in real time by RTDS simulation. RTDS 
has specific hardware mounted in individual racks. The specific 

hardware includes several digital signal processors (DSPs) to 
conduct parallel processing with high speed [32]. The microgrid 
test system, shown in Fig. 6, is built in DRAFT module of 
RSCAD software through a graphical user interface (GUI). 

Various PQDEs are simulated and the voltage and/or current 
signals are passed through the proposed algorithm coded in 
MATLAB running on a computer (see Fig. 7). The signals are 
sampled at 60×128 Hz. 

Fig. 6 shows a microgrid equipped with three DERs (Dis-
tributed Energy Resources), namely, a PV (Photovoltaic) gen-
eration system, a diesel generator, and a doubly-fed induction 
generator (DFIG)-based wind energy system [33]. The PV and 
DFIG sources are connected to the AC grid through the 
switched VSC (voltage source converter) models controlled by 
sinusoidal pulse width modulation technique. The parameters 
of the test network are detailed in Table VII. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Single line diagram of a test system used for the real-time simulation 
study on RTDS platform. 
 

TABLE VII 
Microgrid Network Parameters 

 

Network compo-
nents  Network parameters  

Grid Rated short-circuit MVA =1200, rated kV = 138, f = 60 Hz, 
Base voltage = 138 kV 

Transformers 

Tr-1: Rated MVA =25, kV =138/13.2, f = 60 Hz, X1 = 0.08 
pu, Tr-2 & Tr-4: Rated MVA= 2.5, kV=13.2/0.69, f = 60 Hz, 
R1 & R2= 0.001 pu, X1 & X2 = 0.1 pu, Tr-3: Rated MVA =5.5, 

kV =13.2/4, f = 60 Hz, X1 = 0.1 pu. 

Diesel Generator 

Rated MVA = 5.5, rated kV = 4, f = 60 Hz, inertia const. (H) 
= 3.03, Xa = 0.13 pu, Ra = 0.002 pu, Xd = 1.79 pu, Xd

' = 0.169 
pu, Xd

" = 0.135 pu, Xq = 1.71 pu, Xq
' = 0.228 pu, Xq

" = 0.2 pu, 
Td0

' = 4.3 s, Td0
" = 0.032 s, Tq0

' = 0.85 s, Tq0
" = 0.05 s. 

Photovoltaic 
Generator (PV) 

Rated MW = 1.74, rated kV = 0.69, f = 60 Hz, Vdc = 2500 V, 
No. of cells in series per module =36, No. of modules in se-

ries: 115, No. of modules in parallel: 285 
Wind Energy 

System 
DFIG parameters: rated MW = 2, f = 60 Hz, pf = 0.9, rated 
kV = 0.69, Xs = 0.102 pu, Rs = 0.00462 pu, Xm = 4.348 pu.  

Distribution lines π-section, Vbase = 13.2 kV, R1 = 1.24 Ω, R0 = 2.52 Ω, XL1 = 
3.1 Ω, XL0 = 12.95 Ω, XC1 = 0.036 MΩ, XC0 = 0.088 MΩ. 

Loads A total load of 7.5 MW+j2.8 MVAR is distributed inside the 
microgrid; capacitor bank: Qc = 0.5 MVAR 
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Fig. 7. Real-Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) test platform for validation of pro-
posed approach. 
 

A transient event is simulated by switching the capacitor 
bank connected at bus-1 (B1) of the test system shown in Fig. 
6. The time-domain voltage or PQ signal, captured from bus-1, 
is shown in Fig. 8(a). The capacitor bank is switched at 0.2 sec. 
The event is successfully classified by the proposed algorithm 
as illustrated in Fig. 8(b). Fig. 8(b) exhibits a snapshot of real-
time classification results demonstrated through four blocks. 
The title of each block specifies the classified event and the 
“time (sec)” placed on top right corner indicates the detection 
time-stamp.  The PQ signal of Fig. 8(a) is classified as transient 
event and hence, the corresponding SVEs reside in transient 
block of Fig. 8(b). Moreover, from the “time (sec)” value shown 
in the Transient block, it is evident that the event is detected at 
0.2167 sec, i.e., one cycle after the event’s inception.  
 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 8. (a) PQ disturbance signal due to capacitor switching, (b) shape of SVE 
classified as “Transient” event in real-time with detection timestamp. 
 

Fig. 9 shows another example of PQDE and its classification 
results. A single line-to-ground (SLG) fault, with a duration of 
7-cycle, is simulated to occur at bus-2 (B2) of Fig. 6. The volt-
age signal of Fig. 9(a) is collected from bus-5 (B5), adjacent to 
3-phase bridge rectifier load. The snapshot of real-time classi-
fication results can be seen from Fig. 9(b), where nine blocks, 
entitled with the name of PQ events, exhibit different SVEs for 
different PQ events and their detection time in sec. The log re-
ports of Fig. 9(c) demonstrate the detailed classification results 

with detection time-stamp. Sag-harmonic events are detected 
for the first 2-cycles, followed by sag events in the next 4-cycles 
and then, sag-harmonic is detected on the seventh cycle. More-
over, the severity of sags can also be realized from the semi-
minor axis parameters. During the clearance of fault, a transient 
event is observed at 0.3167 sec, which is classified and detected 
at 0.333 sec, see last row of the log report of Fig. 9(c). 
 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 

 

 
 

(c) 

 
 
Fig. 9. (a) PQ disturbance signal due to Single line-to-ground (SLG) fault, (b) 
shape of SVEs classified as “Sag”, Sag-harmonic”, and “Transient” events in 
real-time with detection timestamp, (c) log report of PQ Events. 
 

The occurrence of islanding in a microgrid is a common in-
cident, where upstream grid disengages from an active distribu-
tion system and only distributed generators (DGs) have to feed 
the local loads at that instant. Hence, DGs may be over/under-
loaded, which results in deviations of voltage and frequency 
from the nominal value of the system. One such islanding event 
is created at 0.26 sec by opening the main circuit breaker (CB-
main) of Fig. 6. Despite the deviations from fundamental fre-
quency during islanding, the post-islanding voltage sags are 
successfully classified and detected by the proposed algorithm 
and the results are illustrated in Fig 10. The shape of SVEs dur-
ing voltage sags are shown in “sag” entitled block of Fig. 10(b). 
The log report of Fig. 10(c) shows the detailed classification 
results with detection time-stamp. Moreover, the semi-minor 
axis parameters reflect the severity of voltage sags. 

Lastly, other PQDEs, such as notch, swell, swell-harmonic, 
interruption, etc., events are also simulated by changing differ-
ent parameters of the test system developed in RSCAD/RTDS 
platform. For example, notch event is created by controlling the 
bridge rectifier load with different firing angles, interruption is 
generated by triggering a balanced/symmetrical fault at bus-2 
(B2). The PQ signals associated with these PQDEs are pro-
cessed through the proposed algorithm and then, they are accu-
rately classified. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

 
 

(c) 

 
 
Fig. 10. (a) PQ disturbance signal due to islanding incident, (b) shape of SVEs 
classified as “Sag” event in real-time with detection timestamp, (c) log report 
of PQ events. 

V.  CONCLUSION 
This paper presents a new automated approach employing 

space vector ellipses (SVEs) in a complex plane to detect, clas-
sify and visualize single and mixed power quality disturbance-
events (PQDEs), namely, voltage sag, swell, harmonic, inter-
ruption, sag-harmonic, swell-harmonic, notch, flicker and os-
cillatory transient. Exploiting the ellipse parameters, our pro-
posed algorithm allows cycle-by-cycle classification of PQ sig-
nals, thereby ensuring real-time detection of PQDEs. The vali-
dation of the proposed method is carried out using synthetic 
data simulated from a set of representative equations of PQ 
events. The robustness of the method is further tested by adding 
noise with synthetic data. Moreover, real data collected from 
the database of IEEE 1159.2 working group and EPRI are tested 
to assess the performance. Simulation of a microgrid test sys-
tem on RTDS platform shows the credibility of proposed ap-
proach in detecting, classifying and visualizing PQDEs in real 
time. Various test results demonstrate the effectiveness of pro-
posed approach and hence, it could be implemented as a poten-
tial tool for classification and visualization of PQ disturbance-
events. 
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